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ABSTRACT
Traffic light recognition plays a crucial role in intelligent transport systems. In traffic scene images, traffic light instances usually occupy a small region. Thus, recent state-of-the-art object detectors such as Faster R-CNN and SSD obtain low accuracy on traffic light recognition in traffic scene images. This paper presents a deep learning framework for traffic light recognition in traffic scene image. Considering that feature maps at shallow layers have higher resolution which will improve small traffic light detection, and feature maps at deep layers contain more discriminative representation which will improve traffic light classification task, this paper designs a feature fusion subnet for feature extraction to solve the problem of small traffic light detection. The feature fusion subnet fuses feature maps at different layers. Thus, the feature fusion subnet not only can preserve the information of small traffic lights but also enhance the semantic information. Furthermore, a detection subnet is designed at the detection prediction stage. The detection subnet includes multiple detection layers, and each layer performs detection predictions with a coarse-to-fine detection strategy. The coarse-to-fine detection strategy is applied to improve the classification performance of the detection network. The proposed approach is evaluated on Bosch Small Traffic Lights dataset. Experimental results show that the proposed approach obtains higher accuracy compared with recent state-of-the-art detectors such as Faster R-CNN and SSD.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Traffic light recognition is a key problem in intelligent transport systems such as advanced driving assistance system and an autonomous vehicle system. Many methods for traffic light recognition have been proposed in recent years. Normally, a traffic light recognition approach includes two stages: proposal generation and proposal classification. Traditional methods for traffic light recognition usually use hand-crafted features such as colour and shape for generating traffic light proposals and classifying these proposals. The main drawbacks of traditional methods are runtime and accuracy. Traditional methods are not real-time capable, often requiring several seconds for processing an image. On the other hand, hand-crafted features for traffic light detection are not able to obtain sufficient accuracy. In addition, traditional methods usually require the traffic lights to be at least a certain size for the algorithm to work, or on a distinctive background such as suspended traffic lights in front of the sky or assume the existence of maps that contain prior knowledge about the locations of all traffic lights in the environment.

With the success of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in recent years, deep CNN-based methods for traffic light recognition have been proposed and achieved better performance compared with traditional methods. Deep CNN-based methods first apply a series convolution layers for generating base feature maps. Then, traffic light candidates are generated based on the base feature maps. Finally, a CNN classifier is applied to classify traffic light candidates. Popular deep CNN-based methods include Fast R-CNN [23], Faster R-CNN [24], YOLO [16], and SSD [25]. Fast R-CNN uses selective search to generate object candidates and applies fully connected neural network to classify objects. YOLO uses a simple CNN approach to achieve real-time processing by enhancing detection
accuracy and reducing computational complexity attaining. Faster R-CNN replaces the selective search in Fast R-CNN by region proposal network. The region proposal network is a fully convolutional network that simultaneously predicts the object boundaries and object scores at each position. SSD uses multiple sized convolutional feature maps to achieve a better accuracy.

The drawback of deep CNN-based methods for traffic light recognition currently is the detection of small traffic lights. It is mainly caused by pooling operations, which increase the receptive field and reduce the computational effort. However, pooling also decreases the image resolution leading to difficulties for accurate localization of small objects. On the other hand, traffic light instances usually occupy small regions in traffic scene images. Figure 1 shows an example of traffic lights in traffic scene image. As shown, the image is taken at the resolution of 1280×720, and the traffic light instances have the resolution of about 8×14 pixels. Thus, deep CNN-based methods for traffic light recognition achieve low detection accuracy. To tackle this problem, this paper presents a deep learning-based framework for small traffic light recognition in traffic scene images. In the proposed framework, a feature fusion subnet which fuses feature maps at different layers of the base network is designed to enhance the accuracy on small traffic lights. In addition, a detection subnet is designed at the detection prediction stage. The detection subnet includes multiple detection layers, and each layer performs detection predictions with a coarse-to-fine detection strategy. The coarse-to-fine detection strategy is applied to improve the classification ability of the detection network.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 details the proposed framework. Section 4 provides the experimental results and comparison between the proposed method and other methods on public dataset. Finally, the conclusions and future works is drawn in Section 5.
2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Traditional Traffic Light Detection Method

Traditional traffic light detection methods usually use a simple thresholding in different color spaces such as RGB and HSV and other hand-crafted features such as shape and texture to locate traffic lights in an image. Chiang et al. [1] proposed a novel genetic approach to handle appearance changes caused by perspective shape deformations and partial occlusions. In addition, a spatial texture layout feature was designed to handle illumination variations under different weather conditions and eliminate false alarms from irrelevant scene backgrounds. Diaz-Cabrera et al. [2] proposed a novel technique to detect suspended traffic lights based on colors and features such as black area of traffic lights or area of lighting lamps. Gong et al. [3] first used the threshold segmentation method and the morphological operation to extract the candidate region of the traffic light. Then, the recognition algorithm of the traffic light based on machine learning is employed. In [4], the authors first extracted candidate blobs of traffic lights from RGB color image. Then shape filter was used for noise reduction by using information of blobs such as length, area, area of boundary box. Lindner et al. [5] proposed a method for real-time detection and recognition of traffic signals including three main modules: detection, tracking, and sample-based classification. Furthermore, additional sensor information such as vehicle data, GPS, and enhanced digital maps were used to enhance the performance and robustness of the system. De Charette et al. [6] introduced a new real-time traffic light recognition system for on-vehicle camera applications based on a spot detection algorithm. The system was able to detect lights from a high distance with the main advantage of being not so sensitive to motion blur and illumination variations. In [7], the authors presented a probabilistic framework for increasing online object detection performance when given a semantic 3D scene prior. The framework was applied to the task of traffic light detection for autonomous vehicles. In [8], presented a method for automatically mapping the three-dimensional positions of traffic lights and robustly detecting traffic light state onboard cars with cameras. Müller et al. [9] used a two-camera setup for traffic light recognition. A stereo camera is used for far and moderate range, while for close range a wide-angle camera is used.

2.2 Traffic Light Detection Based on Deep Learning

In recent years, deep learning has become very popular in vision-based object recognition due to its high performances of classification and detection. Thus, some traffic light recognition approaches based on deep learning have been proposed and showed better performance compared with traditional approaches. Bach et al. [10] proposed a traffic light detection system consisting of multiple on-board cameras. The system was based on tracking techniques using a Labeled Multi-Bernoulli filter in combination with the fusion of classifications based on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence. Behrendt et al. [11] proposed a complete system consisting of a traffic light detector, tracker, and classifier based on deep learning, stereo vision, and vehicle odometry which perceives traffic lights in real-time. In [12], the authors proposed a camera-based system for real-time detection and classification of traffic lights. The system was able to detect traffic lights on the whole camera image without any pre-segmentation. This was achieved by classifying each fine-grained pixel region of the input image and performing a bounding box regression on regions of each class. Saini et al. [13] presented a vision-based traffic light structure detection and convolutional neural network-based state recognition method. In this approach, traffic light candidate regions are generated by performing HSV based color segmentation, and traffic lights are recognized by using CNN. In addition, Histogram of Oriented Gradients features were extracted for each region and traffic light structures were validated using Support Vector Machine to further validate the traffic light candidate regions. Lee et al. [14] proposed a method that combines a conventional approach and a DNN approach. The conventional approach is fast but weak to false positives, while the DNN approach is not suitable for detecting small objects but a very powerful classifier. In [15], the authors applied the state-of-the-art, real-time object detection system You Only Look Once, (YOLO) [16] on the public LISA Traffic Light dataset [17]. This dataset contains a high number of annotated traffic lights, captured in varying light and weather conditions. Kim et al. [26] proposed to apply six color spaces and three types of network models to investigate how to design a deep learning-based high-performance traffic light detection system. The simulations showed that the best performance is achieved with the combination of RGB color space and Faster R-CNN model.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH

3.1 Feature Extraction with Feature Fusion

In deep CNN, feature map generated by convolutional layer becomes smaller as the network deepens, and the information of small objects is also lost. On the other hand, shallow convolutional layers generate high resolution feature maps with less discriminative representations. Using only feature map at shallow or deep convolutional layer will cause a low detection accuracy for small objects. Considering that feature maps at shallow layers have higher resolution which will improve small object detection, and feature maps at deep layers contain more discriminative representation which will improve classification task, this paper designs a feature fusion network based on FPN [18] to solve the problem of small traffic light detection. The feature fusion network fuses feature maps at different layers and independently predicts object position at each feature layer. Thus, the feature fusion network not only can preserve the information of small traffic lights but also enhance the semantic information. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the feature fusion network used in this paper. As shown, VGG-16 architecture [19], which contains 13 convolution layers and 4 max pooling layers as shown in Figure 3, is adopted to generate base feature maps. To improve the detection performance, this paper discards the last max pooling layer, and adds two convolutional layers (conv_6 and conv_7) at the end of the network. The
two additional convolutional layers reduce the resolution of the feature map to half in sequence. With the deepening of the network, the resolution of the output feature map gets smaller, but the semantic information is more abundant. Four feature maps at layers conv_4_3, conv_5_3, conv_6 and conv_7 are used to fuse to generate fused feature maps. The strides of these feature maps are 8, 16, 32 and 64 respectively. Supposing that the input size of the network is 320×320 pixels, the resolutions of the feature maps at these layers are 40×40, 20×20, 10×10, and 5×5 respectively. At each fusing process, the high-level feature map is upsampled by a factor of 2 using deconvolution layer, and then it is combined with the corresponding previous feature map in the base network by using element addition. The previous feature map in the base network would be subjected to a 3×3 convolution layer to change the dimensions, which should be the same as the dimensions in the next layer. This process is repeated iteratively until the finest feature map is generated. The deepest feature map generated by conv_7 layer is directly considered as the feature map of the last detection layer input. After each fusing process, a 3×3 convolution layer is used on each merged feature map to generate the fused feature map in order to eliminate the aliasing effect of upsampling. The fused feature map serves as the input of the detection layer.

### 3.2 Detection Network with Coarse-to-Fine Detection Strategy

The detection network includes multiple detection layers, and each layer performs detection predictions with a coarse-to-fine detection strategy. The coarse-to-fine detection strategy is applied to improve the classification ability of the detection network. Figure 4 illustrates the structure of a detection layer. As shown, feature map generated by the feature fusion network is fed into three parallel branches. The first branch includes 3×3 convolution layers and a softmax layer for coarse classification. The second branch includes 3×3 convolution layers and a softmax layer for fine classification. The final branch includes 3×3 convolution layers for bounding box regression. At each position on the input feature map, the bounding box regression branch predicts the offsets relative to the anchor shapes, and the coarse classification branch predicts the confidence which indicates the presence of traffic light in each of bounding boxes. Then, the image block contained in the bounding box which has a confidence higher than the threshold is further classified into traffic light classes and background class by the fine
classification branch to obtain the final detection result.

### 3.3 Loss Function

The proposed framework is trained in an end-to-end fashion using a multi-task loss function. Beside the conventional classification loss for fine classification and regression loss for bounding box regression, this paper adds additional loss function for coarse classification. Thus, the multi-task loss function is defined as follow:

$$
L = \frac{1}{n_{cls}} \sum L_{cls}(b_i, b'_i) + \frac{1}{n_{reg}} \sum L_{reg}(t_i, t'_i) + \frac{1}{n_{cls}} \sum L_{cls}(b_i, b'_i)
$$

(1)

where $i$ represents the index of an anchor from the coarse classification subnet and the bounding box regression subnet in a minibatch; $j$ represents the index of an anchor from the coarse classification subnet; $b_i$ represents the predicted probability that the anchor $i$ is a traffic light. If the anchor is positive, the ground truth label $b'_i$ is 1 and vice versa; $t_i$ is a vector representing the 4 parameterized coordinates of the predicted bounding box, and $t'_i$ is that of the ground-truth box associated with a positive anchor. $N_{cls}$ represents the number of positive and negative anchors from the coarse classification subnet in the minibatch. $N_{reg}$ represents the number of positive anchors from the bounding box regression subnet in the minibatch, and $M_{cls}$ represents the number of positive and negative anchors from the fine classification subnet in the minibatch.

In (1), the classification loss $L_{cls}$ is the log loss, and the regression loss is the smooth L1 loss as follows:

$$
L_{cls}(b_i, b'_i) = -\log(b_i b'_i + (1 - b_i)(1 - b'_i))
$$

(2)

$$
L_{reg}(t_i, t'_i) = smooth_{l1}(t_i, t'_i)
$$

(3)

$$
smooth_{l1}(x) = \begin{cases} 
0.5x^2, & \text{if } |x| < 1 \\
|x| - 0.5, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
$$

(4)

For generating training samples in bounding box regression and coarse classification subnet, this paper randomly samples 256 anchors from one image as a minibatch, where the ratio between positive and negative anchors is 1:1. The anchors that have Intersection over Union (IoU) scores larger than 0.5 with any ground-truth bounding box are selected as positive anchors, while anchors with IoU lower than 0.3 are selected as negative anchors. The anchors with the highest IoU scores are also regarded as positives to make sure that every ground-truth box has at least one positive anchor. For generating training samples in fine classification subnet, the anchors selected from coarse classification subnet are further given positive and negative label. However, the IoU scores for selecting the positive anchor is raised from 0.5 to 0.7. The larger IoU scores means that the positive anchor selected is closer to the ground-truth bounding box, which makes the classification more precise.

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

#### 4.1 Dataset

In this paper, Bosch Small Traffic Lights dataset [11] is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method on traffic light recognition. This dataset aims for evaluating small traffic light detection in large images. The images included in this dataset contain small traffic lights under diverse driving environments such as busy street scenes inner-city, suburban multilane roads with varying traffic density, and dense stop-and-go traffic as shown in Figure 5 (a). There are total 13,427 images at a resolution of 1280×720 pixels with about 24,000 annotated traffic lights in this dataset. All images are divided into training and testing set. The training set includes 5,093 images with 10,756 annotated traffic lights. There are 15 different labels in the training set. To increase the number of images in the training set, this paper adopts data augmentation strategies used in [20]. The testing set includes 8,334 consecutive images with 13,486 annotated traffic lights. There are 4 different labels in the testing set, including “red”, “yellow”, “green”, and “off”. Figure 5 (b) shows example images of these labels. The size of traffic light instances in each image of the testing set is varied as shown in Table 1. This dataset provides a challenging benchmark for detecting traffic lights or more generally, small objects in images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width×Height</th>
<th>Minimum (pixel)</th>
<th>Average (pixel)</th>
<th>Median (pixel)</th>
<th>Maximum (pixel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>11.718</td>
<td>313.349</td>
<td>212.109</td>
<td>4734.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: The Size of Traffic Light Instances in Test Set.**

#### 4.2 Metrics

This paper adopts average precision (AP) and mean average precision (mAP) to evaluate the performance of the proposed method on traffic light detection.
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detection. These metrics have been widely used in VOC challenge [21] and the COCO 2015 detection challenge [22]. For better expression, true positives, false positives, and false negatives are denoted as TP, FP and FN. A predicted bounding box is considered to be TP if the IoU between predicted bounding box and ground truth is larger than 0.5. Otherwise, it would be considered as FP. FN denotes that the actual annotated object has no predicted bounding box. Specifically, TP means the correct retrieval of an object. The precision indicator measures the proportion of detections that are TP and the recall indicator measures the fraction of practical annotations that are classified correctly. The calculation formulas of precision and recall are as follows:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{(TP+FP)} \quad (5)
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{(TP+FN)} \quad (6)
\]

AP is the precision averaged across all values of recall between 0 and 1. Here, AP is calculated by averaging the interpolated precision over eleven equally spaced interval of recall value \([0, 0.1, 0.2, \ldots, 0.9, 1.0]\). To evaluate the performance for two or more classes, the average of AP, mAP is calculated by averaging APs over every class. This paper conducts all of the experiments on a desktop computer which is equipped with an Intel Core i7-8700 CPU (6 Core, 3.2 GHz), 32 GB of memory, a Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 GB GPU and Window 10 OS.

4.3 Performance Results

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, this paper conducts experiments on Bosch Small Traffic Lights dataset and compares the recognition results with other object detection algorithms, including Fast R-CNN [23], Faster R-CNN [24], and SSD [25]. Fast R-CNN is a two-stage object detection framework based on deep CNN. A proposal generation stage based on sliding-window
method is first used to generate proposals, and a deep CNN-based classifier is then used to classify each proposal. Faster R-CNN proposed to use region proposal network to replace sliding-window method in Fast R-CNN. Region proposal network provides a fast and efficient approach for generating proposals. SSD is a one-stage object detection framework, which performs detection predictions at multi-scale of the base feature maps. Comparing with Faster R-CNN, SSD achieves comparable detection performance while being faster.

Figure 6 shows the mAP results of the proposed method and other methods on Bosch Small Traffic Lights dataset. It is evident that Faster R-CNN obtains better performance than Fast R-CNN and SSD. This is mainly because the region proposal network employed by Faster R-CNN is more suitable to detect small traffic lights. SSD detects traffic lights at deeper layers of the base network where the resolution of feature maps is small, thus destroying the semantic information of small traffic lights. Fast R-CNN uses the last convolution layer of the base network for locating proposals, thus the ability of detecting multi-scale objects is limited.

Meanwhile, the proposed method is compared with other methods. As can be seen from Figure 6, the mAP of the proposed method is higher than that of any other methods. More specific, the mAP of the proposed method is improved by 18.45%, 2.25%, 8.55% compared with Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, and SSD respectively. Because the proposed framework utilizes feature fusion strategy to extract features and coarse-to-fine detection strategy to improve the classification ability of the detection network, the performance of the proposed method on traffic light detection is significantly improved, especially with small traffic lights. Table 2 shows the comparisons of AP for several methods. The results in Table 2 shows that the proposed method outperforms other methods on all group labels. More specific, compared with the highest accuracy of reference methods, the proposed method can improve the AP by 5.2%, 1.8%, 1.9%, 0.1% in “green”, “red”, “yellow”, and “off” group respectively. Figure 7 shows example of detection results of the proposed method on Bosch Small Traffic Lights dataset. As shown, the proposed network can recognize exactly small traffic lights in large traffic scene images.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents a deep learning framework for small traffic light recognition in traffic scene images. In the proposed framework, a feature fusion subnet, which fuses feature maps at different layers of the base network, is designed to enhance the accuracy on small traffic lights. In addition, a detection subnet is designed at the detection prediction stage. The detection subnet includes multiple detection layers, and each layer performs detection predictions with a coarse-to-fine detection strategy. The coarse-to-fine detection strategy is applied to improve the classification ability of the detection network. The proposed approach is evaluated on Bosch Small Traffic Lights dataset. Experimental results show that the proposed approach achieves better accuracy compared with recent state-of-the-art deep learning object detectors. This paper will investigate more enhancements to improve the accuracy and the detection speed of the proposed network in future work.
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